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Minutes of the 11th Virtual Board Meeting  

Business year 2013/2014;  
3 April, 2014 

Minutes taker: Zaruhi Stepanyan 
 
 
Participants:  
 
Board members:  
 
Anja Wilken – Chairperson 
Vasily Bashutkin – Publications and Promotion Officer 
Zaruhi Stepanyan – External Relations Officer, Vice-chairperson 
Ana Bianka Badea – Project Officer 
Lira Hakani – Member Organizations Officer 
 
Secretariat: 
 
Mercedes Fioravanti – Secretari General 
Natalia Luchko –Main Coordinator 
 
Missing: 
Francesco Chiechi – Treasurer 
 
 
Agenda: 

 
1. News from Office / News from Board 
2. Pool of representatives  
3. Update on projects (first application deadline) and running projects 
4. Reminder: Annual Report  
5. Bank account in the Netherlands  
6. Next steps for AM --> Which method for which session?  
7. Any Other Businesses 
8. Date and Place of the next Virtual Board Meeting 

 
 

Abbreviations: 
 

1. AM – Annual Meeting 
2. BM – Board Member 
3. EYF – European Youth Foundation 
4. YiA – Youth in Action 
5. E+ - Erasmus + 
6. EMS – Environmental Management System 
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Results: 
 

1. News from Office / News from Board 
 

Natasha: Busy time in the office. We applied for the TC Follow-up and impact on 
environment, application was really good and we hope that it will be approved. We 
wanted to apply on 1st April to EYF, but we didn’t, as it was very busy time with other 
applications though we had a nice idea of TC on how to start green business. 
Mercedes went to the EYF meeting and she suggested this idea could fit in a work 
plan, but we did not have enough time to prepare it. This project idea will be 
suggested at AM, to be applied 1st October. EVS volunteers finished last week, Jessica 
is going home, Jesus started a new project, Roxana came on 31 March. Kristina will 
come on 4 April evening. It’s a busy time for Natasha, a lot of preparation and she 
needs a lot of time to explain tasks to new volunteers, also prepares for the TC 
Environmental Education for Sustainability where the main question are the 
participants. 
 
Mercedes: She attended EYF meeting it was very good. She submitted the application 
for the admin grant to E+ before going there. It was quite hard, but she hopes that all 
is ok, also she had to close the accountings for 2013 until the end of March, to have all 
in order, to prepare documents for external audit. Now she is checking the documents 
and hopefully it will be made next week. It is also connected with final report for 
admin grant to YiA, she submitted all, except the External Audit report which she will 
send later.  
 
Anja: was a bit more active than in February, did several things, for example the 
checking system, appraisal interview system with Zara, but they thought of having 
some questionnaire in between the appraisal interview to have more information.   
 
Lira: Besides what was done all together, Lira shared the questionnaire for MOs she 
will do in Serbia some interviews with MO representatives, will continue with 
suggestions of Mercedes and others. Also she is working on energy project in Albania. 
 
Vasily: He was reading a lot of e-mails today and will answer to all the important 
issues tonight. 
 
Bianca: she couldn’t answer but read all the emails, spoke to Lisa and told about the 
new terms of E+, about the 3Rs for Environment project in Moldova, asked her to 
speak to Natasha. This project will be applied on 30th of April, but it’s still not clear 
whether will be applied with YEE or Romanian partner. Arsen sent an e-mail and told 
that they don’t have any Romanian partners, so she can’t go to Armenia, only if she 
goes from YEE. Arsen also told that it will be great if someone from YEE comes and 
helps with the booklet, with the follow-up. Mercedes will go to that project. Tried to 
contact the organizers of youth capital of 2015, but didn’t succeed yet, had the wrong 
contacts.  
 
Zara: She was working on the Pool of Representatives, checking and contacting the 
applicants. Also Zara was working with Anja on the checking system. 
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2. Pool of representatives 

 
Zara sent out the documents which she got from the applicants. She made a shared 
document with the most basic information where there is a place to vote. Was 
decided that after 15th April when the those 6 who got most votes will get a letter with 
more detailed description of PoR and after they will have a skype with Zara on what 
are their expectations from PoR and also with some explanation of PoR. Those who 
will remain will be officiallt the members of the Pool of Representatives of YEE. 
 

3. Update on projects (first application deadline) and running 
projects 
 

Mostly it was covered during the news. Natasha told about the Right to be(e), they 
announced a competition for the best workshop so that people send pictures and 
information. Jess arranged it with some online company with free eco-stickers. It is a 
great example of an initiative from Jess, she really pushed this idea, then she 
contacted the company, they were very interested and they gave a voucher, good 
example for us.  
YE in Armenia, “Eco-photo” where YEE has to send 5 people, Mercedes found a 
group leader and will be made a call among Hnuti Brontosaurus and YEE FB page.  
Jesus can’t complete the EMS, there was a misunderstanding with the word policy, he 
wanted to have a guide for the office not the whole federation, he didn’t have enough 
time for it, although they had a meeting, he wanted to tell to the new EVS but he 
didn’t manage. We will have another skype only on that. Bianca will arrange the 
meeting. 

 
4. Reminder: Annual Report  

 
Mercedes prepared an annual report for the external audit which it is less detailed 
than the one we need for the annual meeting. Mercedes will send an example of 
annual report to see. The deadline is end of May. The internal deadline will be set by 
Mercedes when she will talk to Chris and Irena about the internal audit time. And she 
will send the summary of deadlines to the board. 
 

5. Bank account in the Netherlands 
 
There was a letter from a former secretary General of YEE of 1996, Mercedes checked 
and there was really a Sec. Gen with that name. Adriana also has never heard of such 
account. Mecedes will write a letter to that woman asking more details about the 
account and the sum and after that the board will decide how to proceed with that 
account. The money can be passed to YEE account as a donation or we can use 
another way if there is sufficient sum.  
 

6. Next steps for AM --> Which method for which session?  
 

Thispoint will be discussed during another skype which will be made only on the AM 
sessions. 
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7. Any Other Businesses 
 
Anja: problem with computer, so we need to send her documents only *doc, not 
*docx. 

 
Bianca: She asks to send to the board the final version of the application. Natasha will 
send the PDF, but it can’t be saved as it is already submitted. 
 
Bianca: Jesus EMS proposal: are there any documents? Natasha will try to find from 
his former computer and will send to Bianca. It will be taken as a template and 
Bianca will keep working on it with either of EVS if they are willing to. 
 

8. Date and Place of the next Virtual Board Meeting 
 
Next VBM wil be after 27th April. 


